Your Laptop is a Target for Theft...
...but you don't have to be a victim!

The bad news...

There were 1.6 million laptops stolen in the USA in the last three years.

Worldwide statistics are proportionally similar.

According to the FBI, only 3% of stolen computers are ever recovered.

The good news...

You don't have to be a victim!

Complete protection is only a click away!

PC PhoneHome and MacPhoneHome send a stealth email message to you with the location of your laptop if stolen.

The Top 10 Ways to Secure Your Laptop!

10. Record the make, model and serial number of your laptop and store it in a safe place.
9. Engrave your name and telephone number onto or inside the case of your laptop.
8. Never leave your laptop unattended/unsecured anywhere.
7. Carry your laptop in a non-descript carrying case when moving about.
5. Never check your laptop as luggage when traveling. Keep it with you at all times.
4. Never put your laptop on a conveyor belt at a security checkpoint until it's your turn to pass through.
3. Encrypt all proprietary data. Use strong encryption.
2. Be extra vigilant in restaurants, libraries, rest rooms and when using public telephones.

And the #1 way to secure your laptop from theft:

1. Install PC PhoneHome™ or MacPhoneHome™ on your laptop to locate it anywhere in the world. Don't be a victim like the people who ignored these tips and had their laptops stolen.

For more information, please contact: